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LOAD
TABLES

DESIGNER’S NOTES

SUBJECT: Reading Vicwest Load Tables

REFERENCE: Hi-Bond (HB), Floor Deck (FD)
 and Roof Deck (RD) Data Sheets

The current Vicwest (Limit States Design) Load Tables* can be used in exactly the same way
as our previous tables or earlier “Working Stress Design” Load Tables. Simply add the live and
dead load together and compare it to the strength value in Row B. To fine-tune your design, you
can multiply the dead load by 0.833 before adding it to the live load.

This procedure is summarized in the following line:
Specified Live Load + 0.833 (Specified Dead Load) ≤ Strength Value in Table (Row B)

Some Load Tables require the use of “factored” loads when checking for strength. This is a 
procedure commonly practiced for other structural components. The difference means the live
load must be multiplied by 1.5, and the dead load must be multiplied by 1.25, before adding 
them together. The resultant “factored” load is then compared to the strength value in the table.

This procedure is summarized in the following line:
1.5 (Specified Live Load) + 1.25 (Specified Dead Load) ≤ Strength Value in Table

A NOTE OF CAUTION:

At first glance, when deck tables based on factored loads are compared to Vicwest published load
tables, they may appear to have a higher capacity. However, if these “factored” load tables are used
in the same way as the earlier Working Stress Load Tables or the current Vicwest (LSD) Load Tables,
then the selected deck may be seriously overstressed.

* USERS OF DATA CONTAINED IN THESE TABLES ASSUME ALL 
 RESPONSIBILITY ARISING FROM SUCH USE.
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